
Individual Location Dashboard
The Individual Location dashboard provides fulfillment metrics for a single location. It can be viewed under the location
topic at Kibo Standard Reports > Location > Individual Location Dashboard or by clicking on a location code on
another dashboard.

The supported filters that can be applied to this dashboard are:

Name Description Default

Site Restrict results to one or more of your sites. All

Shipment

Created Date
Limit results to only shipments created within this time range.

Past three

months

Location

Code

The location code where the shipments were fulfilled. Note: A value must be entered

for this filter before the dashboard will load.
Empty

The measures that are calculated by this dashboard are:



Name Description

Fulfilled Shipment Count Count of all shipments where the shipment status is fulfilled.

Cancelled Shipment Count Count of all shipments where the shipment status is cancelled.

Rejected Shipment Count Count of all shipments that have been rejected.

Rejection % The percentage of rejected shipments against the total count of shipments.

Fulfilled Shipments Revenue Sum of line item total for all fulfilled shipments that has been collected.

Shipments Total The sum of all shipment totals.

% Fulfilled Shipments The percentage of fulfilled shipments against the total count of shipments.

Shipment Fill Rate
The fulfilled shipment count as a percentage of the total count of all

shipments.

The tiles that make up this dashboard are:

Name Description

Fulfilled Shipments The fulfilled shipment count.

Cancelled Shipments The cancelled shipments count.

Rejected Shipments The rejected shipments count.

Rejection Percentage The rejected shipments count as a percentage of all shipments.

Fill Rate The shipment fill rate.

Shipment Total The shipment total.

Fulfilled Shipment Revenue The shipment total where the shipment fulfillment status is fulfilled.

% Fulfilled Shipments Fulfilled shipment revenue as a percentage of shipment total.

Average Hours To Fulfill By

Shipment Method

The average hours to fulfill for each shipment method bucketed by calendar

month.

Rejection Dispositions
The rejection count and the percentage of all rejections for each rejection

reason.

Rejections Over Time
The rejection percentage and rejected shipment count bucketed by calendar

date.



Fulfilled Shipment Revenue

Over Time
Fulfilled shipment revenue bucketed by calendar date.

Shipments By Fulfillment

Status

The shipment count and the percentage of all shipments for each fulfillment

status bucketed by calendar month.

Name Description


